Getting the Most Out of Your Mentorship

By Becoming a Great Mentee

Thursday, April 26, 2018
12:00pm-1:30pm | Garrison Room, Memorial Union, 2nd Floor

Please register: https://gettingthemostoutofyourmentorship.eventbrite.com

A great mentorship experience can have far-reaching benefits that may help a graduate student not only to succeed, but also excel! Yet few know how to successfully tap into this unique relationship or how to get the most out of this experience by being a great mentee.

Join us for this 90 minute workshop which will help you unlock the many benefits and strategies of becoming a great mentee. Together we will examine what makes a strong mentor-mentee relationship and how you can build this relationship in a way that will create long-lasting benefits for both you and your mentor.

Instructor: Josephine Moreno, Ph.D.
Josephine Moreno, Ph.D., is the Graduate Diversity Officer for the Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences (HASS), and Education at UC Davis. Dr. Moreno is returning to UC Davis where she earned her B.S. in Textiles and Clothing and later held a position as a postdoctoral scholar from 1995-1996. After earning her doctoral degree in Textiles and Clothing from Iowa State University, Dr. Moreno was an Assistant Professor at the University of Rhode Island. For the past 14 years, Dr. Moreno has worked closely with prospective and current graduate students from diverse populations on financial, academic and personal matters at UC Berkeley and now UC Davis.
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